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Editorial

Soundscape of the future

The sounds and noises we are exposed to on a daily basis are subject to constant change. Against
this background, the challenge for acousticians is to analyze these sounds adequately and modify
them in a way that is as pleasant as possible. Traditional approaches, which treat the sounds around
us merely as noise that can be described using average sound pressure level, are too limited in this
context. New ways of thinking and new ideas are needed to shape our soundscapes in an effective and
sustainable acoustic manner in order to provide a positive impact on people‘s health and well-being.
This task has to be tackled in an interdisciplinary and differentiated way. Our company is involved in
establishing an international standard: ISO (DIS) 12913 „Soundscapes“.
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Klaus Genuit
Managing Director

The sounds around us are usually
the result of many sources of sound
superimposed on one another.
With the help of psychoacoustics
such complex sounds can
be conclusively analyzed for
properties relevant to perception
and then assessed for potential

annoyance. The steady progress
in standardizing psychoacoustic
parameters
ensures
the
comparability of analysis results.
In addition, the significance
of sources of sound plays an
important role. Some sounds may
be perceived as positive, though

not necessarily quiet, while others
are perceived as unpleasant
even at a low sound pressure
level. Based on the soundscape
approach, it is possible to study
perceptions of the sounds around
us in a comprehensive and
interdisciplinary manner.

Product news

Visualize results of analysis

ME´scopeVESTM

“If you measure a lot, you measure rubbish” – this is a realization that many an engineer is reproached
for at some time or other. The difficulty, however, is not in the measuring but in the evaluation of massive
volumes of data. When it comes to the evaluation of multi-channel measurements, it is particularly
important to keep track of data. The ME’scopeVESTM software enables results of ArtemiS analyses to be
visualized as animated 3D models. At a single glance, all measurement points can be viewed graphically
at any frequency, time or RPM and evaluated in detail. This is an invaluable capability for understanding
how a product´s structure behaves.
with your application and adjust
it with a few clicks of your mouse.
Alternatively, you can download a
suitable model from the Internet.
The available database is extensive,
ranging from ball bearings to
jumbo jets. Or import your own
CAD data and animate them.
No matter which method you
choose for creating a model, you will
have an attractive and meaningful
3D model ready in no time.

Even
if
just
two
triaxal
accelerometers are used for a
measurement, it becomes a
challenge to present all the
measurements in a way that
makes sense. Even a simple
graph of the acceleration levels
vs. RPM with six overlapping lines
and a corresponding number of
colors in the legend represents
a data volume which is difficult
to grasp. It is more elegant and

faster to transfer the data directly
from ArtemiS to ME’scopeVESTM.
Depending on the type of
application, this is a good idea
for a multitude of analyses.
Once the data are stored in
ME’scopeVESTM, visualization of
a suitable model is needed. The
software offers various ways to
create a model. For example, from
a library of standard templates,
choose the one that corresponds

Not much previous ME’scopeVESTM
knowledge is needed if you want
to determine the modes of your
structure. Mark the frequency
range which is relevant to you
with your mouse, and your modal
analysis is done with just a few
clicks.
Thanks to its universal fields
of application and the intuitive
user interface, ME’scopeVESTM
complements ArtemiS in a
valuable way that can be used in
many of your daily tasks.

Export...
Time data:
Take a look, for example, at how
your axle behaves as it goes
through a pothole or how your
engine is excited during coastdown after the unit is turned off.

Autospectra and transmission
functions:
Analyze the operational shapes
of your product under test or
the structural properties of your
casing or frame.

System segments:
See at one glance, for example,
through which bearing the 4th
engine order, transmits the
highest level of energy at a given
RPM.

To see an application example, simply scan the QR code!
For more on this subject, visit www.head-acoustics.de/eng/mescope/
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Calibrate and record!

The new BHS II
Take advantage of the new
features and related benefits of
the new binaural headsets for
SQuadriga II. Since it is low-noise
and resistant to interferences, the
design of the BHS II allows for
accurate and aurally adjusted
recording and reproduction of
sound events.
The BHS II is an ICP® sensor that
conveniently plugs directly into
the SQuadriga II using a Lemo
connector. The mobile frontend
charges the internal impedance
converter of the headset with an
ICP® constant current. This way,
data can be recorded in a simple
and neat manner.

an acoustically defined level,
you can determine whether the
BHS II is within calibration limits
and operating properly when
connected to the SQuadriga II.
Errors or problems with the system
can be identified and avoided
prior to the measurement. This
way you are reassured when you
start your recordings.

Benefit
from
the
new
advantages of the BHS II. Simplify
and speed up the process of
recording
and
reproducing
measurement
signals
while
improving their quality.

For use in windy environmental
conditions, the new wind screen
is now more practical. It is easy
to attach to the BHS II and just as
easy to remove or exchange.

The ability to calibrate the
binaural microphone is a special
feature of the new BHS II. Now
you can check the accuracy of
your measurement set-up prior
to taking data. By applying

Product news

SD card HSD II.x
A new industrial SD card with a
storage capacity of 4.8 or 16 GB
is now available for SQuadriga II.
The HSD II.x has SLC storage
cells and is ideally suited for
professional applications: it can
store large volumes of data and

can handle a high number of
read-write cycles in order to meet
the demands of continuous data
streams and high data storage
rates. The SD card can be
overwritten numerous times yet
still offers a long service life.
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ADAT adapter CLA VII.5
Connecting devices with each other
Add additional channels to your
recording quickly and easily. The
ADAT adapter CLA VII.5 connects
the SQuadriga II with a compatible
device of your choice via the
Aux-2 port. You can expand the
scope of your recording with an

ADAT soundcard or a PEQ V, for
example. Alternatively, you can
synchronize two SQuadriga IIs
using two galvanically separated
CLW II.xx optical cables or
connect them to a HEAD VISOR
frontend.

Product news

GPS adapter CLG VII
Determine place and speed while recording
Would you like to include the
geographical location of the
signals recorded within of the
measurement files with the
SQuadriga II? Use the GPS
adapter CLG VII to capture the
GPS data of your recording. The
adapter can be attached to your
vehicle with a magnet and can be
connected to your SQuadriga II

by cable through the Aux-1
port. When measurements are
performed from a moving vehicle,
the data regarding location and
speed are also recorded. They can
be stored in an additional channel
of the recording and decoded
with the ArtemiS suite. In addition,
actual speed data is displayed live
in the Recorder-View.

Product news

SQuadriga II firmware extension
The new firmware extension of
the SQuadriga II offers more
possibilities for an improved
recording event. Via the CAN
channel view you can set your
Bus system, which is connected
through the Aux-1 port, for four
variables to be decoded, whereas
in the past only one was possible.
Vehicle-specific variables can
easily be retrieved from the
relevant DBC files on the SD card.
During the measurement, the
corresponding information is
displayed on the Recorder-View.
The
auto-range
function
automatically sets the appropriate
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measurement range for one or
all channels. It is now possible
for the first time to display inputs
as a time signal or a spectrum.
Since the maximum length of the
recordings is limited to 4 GB,
once the limit has been reached
the recording will automatically
continue in another file if 8 GB
or 16 GB SD cards are used.
Alternatively, you can set the
required maximum size for your
file.
The new firmware 1.4 makes
the recording and reproduction of
signals easier in many ways. The
workflow of your SQuadriga II is

enhanced by new features: The
limiter, which prevents excessive
levels during playback. The ability
to set the display brightness via
the display view. The expanded
"delete-all" function for deleting
all recordings without formatting
the SD card. The improved line
editor – e.g. for editing the file’s
name for the next recording
or for adding comments to
recordings while in the HDF infoview. Display of position and
speed data recorded with the
GPS adapter.

Acoustics application

Aviation noise
The role of psychoacoustics
The debate on aviation noise
pollution
and
subsequent
evaluations is particularly topical
due to current events in Frankfurt
and Berlin. In view of these
events, the managing director
of HEAD acoustics GmbH, Prof.
Dr. Klaus Genuit, gave a lecture
on special aural phenomena
related to aviation noise at the
3rd noise conference for experts
arranged by the districts of TeltowFläming and Dahme-Spreewald
near Schönefeld airport. At the
Aerospace Centre in Wildau
particular attention was given to
the special role of psychoacoustics
when it comes to evaluating
aviation noise in detail.
The diagrams show the
significance of an aurally-friendly
assessment of aviation noise. An
airplane’s take-off in progress,
illustrated in the spectrogram

above, was measured in a
residential area. It reveals the
tonal and modulated proportions
at a rather low sound pressure
level.
The picture in the middle shows
the loudness and harshness of
take-off. It is very noticeable that
harshness at the beginning of the
flyover is clearly more intense than
at later stages. For the ear, which
is an adaptive signal processing
system, changes are relevant, not
absolute variables.
The quotient of percentile
loudness N5 to N95 is 3.8 and even
6.4 for the harshness (R5 to R95).
Using the modulation spectrum
weighted
psycho-acoustically,
the picture at the bottom clearly
illustrates the strong modulation
with approximately 80 Hz of the
500 to 2000 Hz frequency range.

Acoustics research

CityHush
Low-noise tires and the acoustic effects
As part of the European
research
project
CityHush,
HEAD acoustics GmbH and
Goodyear joined forces to
study the acoustic effects of new
low-noise tires on a test track
with different road surfaces.
A microphone array, newly
developed by HEAD acoustics,
was used which allows for

improved locating of sound
sources related to passing
vehicles.
The latest research results of the
CityHush project were presented
to a professional audience in
a structured session at the 9th
European Conference on Noise
Control (Euronoise) in Prague.
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Acoustics research

OTPA
Operational Transfer Path Analysis in PROGNO[I]SE
The Transfer Path Analysis, TPA,
is a useful tool for analyzing the
sound phenomena of vehicles
or machines [1]. One of the
goals is the identification of
the sources of noise and the
corresponding transfer paths
to the receiver positions under
consideration. Furthermore, the
aim is to point out possibilities
of how to eliminate or reduce
the transmission of disruptive
components of sound.
The TPA is intended to predict
the sound at a predetermined
receiver location, e.g. at the
driver’s position. To do so,

microphones or acceleration
sensors record signals at the
source while the vehicle is in
motion. The measured source
signals xj(t) are then linked with
transmission functions Hj,i(t) in a
TPA model in order to synthesize
the signal at the receiver si(t)
(illustration 1).
For verification of the model,
the synthesis can be compared
with the sound yi(t) recorded
at the receiver position. The
component at the receiver, which
is uncorrelated to the input
signals, will be modelled as
additive interference ri(t).

In the traditional TPA, the
necessary
transfer
functions
are determined with additional
measurements, some of which are
rather complex. The Operational
Transfer Path Analysis (OTPA)
calculates transfer functions only
from operational data without
additional measurements. This
works particularly well if the
input signals are not correlated
too much, i.e. the analysis
of the sounds of rolling tires
[2]. When engine sounds are
studied, however, measured
transfer functions should be used,
because the strongly correlating
signals of an engine result in
faulty calculations of the OTPA
transfer functions [1].
The software for transfer
path analysis and synthesis,
PROGNO[I]SE, was recently
expanded by an OTPA tool pack.
The OTPA model is constructed
in a wizard (illustration 2)
and the transfer functions are
calculated after configuration
of the parameters. Finally a
PROGNO[I]SE model is created
with which the user can continue
his work as normal. For the
synthesis individual paths can
be selected and deselected and
also modified. The wizard settings
can be saved and opened for
exchanging measured data or
quickly changing parameters.
Compatibility with 64 bit
operating systems means that it
is possible to use large files with
many channels. The performance

Illustration 1: Transfer path model
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of multicore processors is fully
utilized
through
parallelized
calculation.
As an example for using
OTPA, the analysis of the cabin
noise due to the rolling tires is
explained below. For determining
the operational data, the
engine is switched off when
the required maximum speed
has been reached, leaving the
vehicle to roll on the test track.
While the vehicle is rolling, two
microphones record the airborne
noise radiated by the tires and
a triaxial acceleration sensor on
each wheel carrier measures the
noise fed into the body. Car-cabin
sound is recorded simultaneously
with a binaural microphone
headset or an artifical head on
the passenger seat.
Calculating
the
transfer
functions for the tire microphones
and
the
wheel
carrier
accelerations (illustration 2) takes
no time at all with the OTPA
wizard. The sound of the rolling
tires as well as its proportions
of air and body noise can be
synthesized and listened to in
PROGNO[I]SE (illustration 3).
The contribution of each
individual tire can also be
identified. In addition, the OTPA
wizard offers the opportunity to
directly calculate the difference
between measurement and
synthesis. In that case the
remaining signal ri(t) equals
wind noise.

Illustration 2: With the OTPA wizard the model is quickly configured from the channels of a measurement.

Literature:
[1] Philippen, B. and Sottek, R.,
“OTPA vs. TPA – comparison of
Transfer Path Analysis methods”
Aachen acoustics colloquium – AAC
2011, Aachen, Germany, 2011
[2] Sottek, R. and Philippen, B.,
“Separation of Airborne and
Structure-borne Tire-road Noise
based on Vehicle Interior Noise
Measurements”, ISNVH 2010,
Graz, Austria, 2010, SAE
Technical Paper 2010-01-1430
Illustration 3: The OTPA wizard creates a PROGNO[I]SE model with which
sound can be synthesised, e.g. the noise of a vehicle’s rolling tires.
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Acoustic worlds

The sound of Aachen

COST

As part of the COST Network on Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes, supported by the
EU, HEAD acoustics GmbH once again set up a training school for young scientists dealing with the
measuring, analysis and evaluation of the noises around us. A total of 17 international scientists working
in the fields of soundproofing, urban planning and architecture looked into location-specific perceptions
of the sounds around us for a week.
location-specific features at some
measurement positions, which
over the years are consistently
characteristic for the soundscape
in question. With the help
of
selected
psychoacoustic
parameters it was possible to
capture and describe these very
distinct characteristics.

In accordance with previous
measuring campaigns in 2010
and 2011, binaural measurements
were taken of crucial inner-city
areas in Aachen and analyzed
on the basis of psychoacoustics.

The training school’s special
emphasis was on comparing the
perceptive and acoustic data
gathered for the specified urban
areas in the different years. The
young
scientists
discovered

Additional studio experiments
showed that evaluations gathered
at the real locations cannot
be obtained congruently in
the laboratory. Apart from the
acoustic stimulus, the acceptance
of noises and sounds around us
is also influenced by visual stimuli
such as the specific architecture
at the place under consideration
as well as the specific function of
the urban area.

Announcement

Aachen Acoustics Colloquium
Development and research in automotive acoustics
The 4th Aachen Acoustics
Colloquium will be held from
the 19th to 21st of November
this year. Aachen is a significant
center with regard to the
development and research of
vehicle acoustics. The event is
particularly recommended for
industry experts and researchers.
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The focus of this year’s Aachen
Acoustics Colloquium is on the latest
methods and technologies related
to the acoustics and vibrations of
vehicles and powertrains. Subjects
are explained and discussed in 25
lectures delivered by experts.
For registration visit:
www.aachen-acoustics-colloquium.com
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